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Revelry Publishing, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. A BWWM
Billionaire Romance Story She had seen William at the cafE
before but she always kept her distance. ***Due to sexually
graphic content and language that some may find offensive, this
book is intended for mature readers only*** This complete set
contains Books 1 to 3 Book 1 - Love Reserved Alexandra has
never been with a white man before. It is unfortunate that her
first chance meeting with William happens when she drops her
breakfast and spills coffee all over his expensive business suit.
William is both sexy and successful at business. Not only that but
he also seems very interested in Alexandra. Things get hot after
their late lunch date at an expensive restaurant. Although there
is heavy sexual attraction between them, Alexandra is afraid
that their worlds are too different for her family and friends to
accept William. Book 2 - Love Restrained In the fallout of her
brief fling with William, Alexa is conned into blind dates by her
well-meaning mother. The reappearance of an old college
boyfriend manages to catch her attention. Despite her firm
decision to...
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Reviews
An extremely amazing book with lucid and perfect reasons. It is actually writter in easy words and phrases and never
confusing. Your life period will likely be transform the instant you full looking over this ebook.
-- Tr a cy K eeling
This publication can be worth a read through, and far better than other. It normally will not charge too much. Your
life period will likely be enhance as soon as you comprehensive reading this article pdf.
-- Joyce B oyle
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